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SOVEREIGN BEINGS' ENERGY DANCE

let’s do this month’s practical magic for the modern merlin. this month is an interesting one
and where it’s going to lead to is going to be a little bit of conflict with some of you, but I like
that.
practical magic is that “magic occurs when sovereign beings allow their energy to dance with
each other.”  magic occurs when sovereign beings, they get together and they allow their
energy to dance.
now, that’s really important and I’ll explain the other side of that coin in just a minute. but
that’s really important because you’re beginning to do it and to see it. you know, if there’s two
sovereign beings who are not needing energy or anything else from anybody else and you put
a couple of sovereign beings together, their creativity, their sovereign energy that’s not trying
to steal from anyone else, miracles, amazing things happen.
we’re beginning to see some of it with shaumbra all around, with some of you. some of the
examples you talked about today – the pavilion – sovereign beings, not all of them involved in
the process. in other words, there were a lot of workers who weren’t, and that’s frustrating if
you’re a sovereign being and someone else is not.
the movie that you’re putting together – rude awakening – sovereign beings working on that.
you still have the everyday parts and pieces that you have to contend to, but for those of you
working on the film, you’ve begun to experience that.  you get a couple sovereign beings
where  there’s  no  game  playing,  there’s  no  energy  stealing,  you  bring  that  together,
phenomenal things occur that you could have never imagined.
now, yes, you still have to contend with regular humans to get some other parts done, and
that’s the hard part. building the pavilion – the concept, the design, everything was brought
together by sovereign beings, but you still had some workers who weren’t quite so sovereign.
but you know, when a couple of sovereign beings get together, amazing things occur.
now, I use the words carefully. once again, I say when the sovereign beings get together and
they let their energies dance together, then amazing things happen. in other words, you’re not
combining your energies. you cannot. you cannot combine energies, but you can let energies
play and dance together.
humans,  for  the  most  part,  what  they do is  they’re  not  sovereign.  they don’t  understand
energy, and they think if there is anything, it’s outside of themselves. they become wanting to
be like little pieces of the puzzle. so, in other words, they don’t see themselves as whole and
sovereign; they see themselves as a little piece and wanting to interconnect with the other
pieces of the puzzle.



for most humans, they are energy dependent on other people, and therefore, when they work
together, often they fight, often there are issues – everything from power and jealousy and
other things – and most of the time great things are not accomplished, because they’re not
sovereign, they don’t understand energy. so, it takes a long time to do things, to work it out.
there are a lot of experiences that occur on the way, but basically, it’s really hard to create and
to manifest anything.
you take a couple of sovereign beings – you don’t have that issue. things fly. things happen.
things expand beyond. and it’s not that I’m trying to put my energy into yours. we’re simply
taking ours and dancing together.
feel into that for a moment. you put two sovereign beings together that own their own energy
and now you can really dance. you put a couple of humans together that fear energy, that
steal energy, and oftentimes it’s disastrous; other times it’s just slow and laborious.

energy and perception

so that brings up a couple of points. first of all, you’ve heard me say that everything you
perceive is your energy. it’s going to take a couple of years for that to really sink in, but
everything you perceive is your energy. of course, the first question that you and others ask
is, “well, we’re all seeing the ocean as an ocean. we all do things together. what do you mean,
all these people are my energy?” no, it’s your perception. all energy is your perception. the
energy or what you’re perceiving does not belong to anyone else. it is all yours.
now,  the  difference  is,  is  that  it’s  all  your  energy,  but  you’re  not  just  perceiving  your
consciousness. you can perceive the consciousness of another being, but it’s like they’re on
the other side of your energy field. all the energy is yours, but you can also be aware that
there are other consciousnesses out there. they cannot take from you. they can’t  ever be part
of yours. I don’t care if you’re two passionate lovers and you’re soul mates and everything
else, consciousness can never be together. but you can perceive them, and therefore, it can
have an effect on how you perceive your energy.
that’s another important point. it takes a little while to really understand that. once you start
realizing everything out there is your energy – it’s your perception, your energy – but you’re
also aware that there’s other consciousnesses out there, and that can affect – or it can have
an effect on – how you perceive your energy.
just feel into that for a moment. I feel some of you like, “what the hell is he talking about?” (a
few chuckles)


